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New Additions to Learning Resources
2024
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New Additions: 
This is a list of new learning resources added to the Fiji National University 

(FNU) Library collection. 
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New Additions to Learning Resources
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[March Display]

New Additions:  This is a list of new learning resources added to the Fiji National Universi-
ty (FNU) Library collection.

Technical Services

Fiji National University Library

Email: acquisition@fnu.ac.fj

Telephone: 3394000 Ext. 2803

Fiji National University

Library

1 Climate Change and 
the People’s Health

Author: Sharon Friel

Description: Climate change and social inequity are sprawling, 
insidious forces threatening populations worldwide. Climate 
Change and the People’s Health offers a brave and ambitious 
new framework for understanding how our planet’s two greatest 
existential threats complement and amplify one another and 
what can be done to mitigate future harm.

Location- TCL [5 copies]

OPAC Link: Click Here

CMNHS

2 Human Health and the 
Climate Crisis

Author: Gail L. Carlson

Description: Human Health and the Climate Crisis offers a 
detailed exploration of the human health aspects of climate 
change, examining both the direct and indirect human health 
impacts of climate change while uniquely exploring climate 
justice the equitable protection of all people from climate im-
pacts and the participation of all people in climate-related deci-
sion-making regardless of race/ethnicity, class, national origin, 
indigenous status and gender.

Location- TCL [1 copy]

OPAC Link: Click Here

CMNHS

3 Climate Change and 
Public Health

Editors: Barry S. Leavy and Jonathan A. Patz

Description: Climate change is causing, and will increasing-
ly cause, a wide range of adverse health effects, including 
heat-related disorders, infectious diseases, respiratory and 
allergic disorders, malnutrition, mental health problems, and 
violence. The scientific bases for the associations between 
climate change and health problems are evolving as are the 
strategies for adapting to climate change and mitigating green-
house gases, which are its primary cause.

Location- TCL [5 copies]

OPAC Link: Click Here

CMNHS

mailto:acquisition@fnu.ac.fj
https://ipac20.fnu.ac.fj/ipac20/ipac.jsp?session=17L07946R5O83.136776&profile=hhl&source=~!horizon&term=Climate+change+and+the+people%27s+health%2F&index=ALLTITP&uindex=&aspect=advanced&menu=search&ri=3&uri=full%3D3100001%7E%2191891%7E%210&view=items&otherloc=true
https://ipac20.fnu.ac.fj/ipac20/ipac.jsp?session=K7V079565Q989.136796&profile=hhl&source=~!horizon&term=Human+health+and+the+climate+crisis+%2F&index=ALLTITP&uindex=&aspect=advanced&menu=search&ri=4&uri=full%3D3100001%7E%2191892%7E%210&view=items&otherloc=true
https://ipac20.fnu.ac.fj/ipac20/ipac.jsp?session=K7V079565Q989.136796&profile=hhl&uri=link=3100006~!128535~!3100001~!3100002&aspect=advanced&menu=search&ri=6&source=~!horizon&term=Climate+change+and+public+health+%2F&index=ALLTITP
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4 Handbook of Neuro-
emergency Clinical 
Trials

Editors: Brett E. Skolnick, Wayne M. Alves

Description: Handbook of Neuroemergency Clinical Trials, 
Second Edition, focuses on the practice of clinical trials in acute 
neuroscience populations, or what have been called neuro-
emergencies. Neuroemergencies are complex, life-threatening 
diseases and disorders, often with devastating consequences, 
including death or disability. The overall costs are staggering 
in terms of annual incidence and costs associated with treat-
ment and survival, yet despite their significance as public health 
issues, there are few drugs and devices available for definitive 
treatment.

Location- Pasifika [10 copies]

OPAC Link: Click Here

CMNHS

5 Berry & Kohn’s Oper-
ating Room Technique

Author: Nancymarie Phillips

Description: The text of choice for understanding basic surgi-
cal principles and techniques. Highly readable, accurate, and 
comprehensive, it covers the “nuts and bolts” of surgical tech-
niques in a step-by-step format, making it easy to apply basic 
principles to clinical practice. Expert author Nancymarie Phil-
lips emphasizes the importance of teamwork throughout, with 
practical strategies and examples of how cooperation among 
perioperative caregivers contributes to positive patient care 
outcomes.

Location- FSN [28 copies]

OPAC Link: Click Here

CMNHS

6 Clinical Dermatology: 
A Color Guide to Diag-
nosis and Therapy

Author: Thomas P. Habif

Description: Identify, treat, and manage the full range of skin 
diseases with guidance from Clinical Dermatology: A Color 
Guide to Diagnosis and Therapy the world’s leading dermatol-
ogy manual. Clean formatting, easy indexing, and exceptional 
colour images make this an indispensable source for definitive, 
state-of-the-art answers on every aspect of dermatologic care.

Location- Pasifika [16 copies]

OPAC Link: Click Here

CMNHS

7 Dorland’s Pocket 
Medical Dictionary

Author: William Alexander Newman.

Description: Dorland’s Pocket Medical Dictionary. Based on 
Dorland’s Illustrated Medical Dictionary, the most trusted med-
ical dictionary used by today’s health care professionals, this 
portable and user-friendly resource puts dependable and indis-
pensable information at your fingertips. Quickly find what you 
need from among 36,000+ medical terms, including more than 
3,100 new and revised entries reflecting the most important 
changes in medicine.

Location- Pasifika [14 copies]

OPAC Link: Click Here

CMNHS

8 Grant Writing For 
Dummies

Author: Beverly A. Browning

Description: This book serves as a one-stop reference for 
readers who are new to the grant writing process or who have 
applied for grants in the past but had difficulties. It offers 25 
percent new and revised material covering the latest changes 
to the grant writing process as well as a listing of where to apply 
for grants. Grant writers will find: The latest language, terms, 
and phrases to use on the job or in proposals. Ways to target 
the best websites to upload and download the latest and us-
er-friendly application forms and writing guidelines.

Location- TCL [1 copy]

OPAC Link: Click Here

CMNHS

The End

https://ipac20.fnu.ac.fj/ipac20/ipac.jsp?session=17114U1X002P3.142632&profile=hhl&uri=link=3100006~!128509~!3100001~!3100002&aspect=advanced&menu=search&ri=1&source=~!horizon&term=Handbook+of+neuroemergency+clinical+trials+%2F&index=ALLTITP
https://ipac20.fnu.ac.fj/ipac20/ipac.jsp?session=17114U1X002P3.142632&profile=hhl&uri=link=3100006~!128544~!3100001~!3100002&aspect=advanced&menu=search&ri=3&source=~!horizon&term=Berry+%26+Kohn%27s+operating+room+technique+%2F+Nancymarie+Phillips&index=ALLTITP
https://ipac20.fnu.ac.fj/ipac20/ipac.jsp?session=W711D93457939.142646&profile=hhl&uri=link=3100006~!128421~!3100001~!3100002&aspect=advanced&menu=search&ri=1&source=~!horizon&term=Clinical+dermatology+%3A+a+color+guide+to+diagnosis+and+therapy+%2F&index=ALLTITP
https://ipac20.fnu.ac.fj/ipac20/ipac.jsp?session=17115I36V54A7.142765&profile=hhl&source=~!horizon&page=1&group=0&term=Dorland%27s+pocket+medical+dictionary+%2F&index=ALLTITP&uindex=&aspect=advanced&menu=search&ri=4&uri=full%3D3100001%7E%2190776%7E%210&view=items&staffonly=
https://ipac20.fnu.ac.fj/ipac20/ipac.jsp?session=171254W1Q68R8.23053&profile=hhl&source=~!horizon&term=Grant+writing+for+dummies%2F&index=ALLTITP&uindex=&aspect=advanced&menu=search&ri=3&uri=full%3D3100001%7E%2191893%7E%210&view=items&otherloc=true
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